WEBSITE OWNER INFORMATION AND TERMS OF USE
Website owner information
This website is owned and operated by AP Filtration Limited registered in England and Wales under
registered number 01969231, with registered office at Cleeve Business Park, Bishops Cleeve,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire UK GL52 8TW, on behalf of itself and certain of its affiliates and their
subsidiaries collectively referred to as “APF”.
Email address: legalnotice@ontic.com
VAT number is 364781762
In this website, “AP Filtration” means AP Filtration Limited and certain of its affiliates and their
subsidiaries.
Terms of use
Your use of this website is subject to these terms of use. We update these terms as we deem necessary.
Every time you wish to use our site, please check these terms to ensure you understand the terms that
apply at that time. These terms of use incorporate the following additional terms which also apply to
use of this website:
-

Ontic Privacy Notice (available at https://www.ontic.com/); and
Ontic Cookie Policy (available at https://www.ontic.com/).

Disclaimer
We have endeavoured to keep the information on this website up-to-date and accurate. However, you
should not take any action in reliance on the information on this website and you should check its
accuracy directly with us.
We may update and change our website from time to time and reserve the right to withdraw or suspend
our website at any time for without notice. We do not guarantee that our website, or any content on it,
will always be available or be uninterrupted.
You are responsible for ensuring that all persons who access our website through your internet
connection are aware of these terms of use and other applicable terms and conditions, and that they
comply with them.
We do not guarantee that our website will be secure or free from bugs or viruses. You are responsible
for configuring your information technology, computer programmes and platform to access our website.
You should use your own virus protection software.
You must not misuse our website by knowingly introducing viruses, trojans, worms, logic bombs or
other material that is malicious or technologically harmful. You must not attempt to gain unauthorised
access to our website, the server on which our website is stored or any server, computer or database
connected to our website. You must not attack our website via a denial-of-service attack or a distributed
denial-of service attack. By breaching this provision, you would commit a criminal offence under the
Computer Misuse Act 1990. We will report any such breach to the relevant law enforcement authorities
and we will co-operate with those authorities by disclosing your identity to them. In the event of such a
breach, your right to use our site will cease immediately.
To the extent permitted by law, AP Filtration does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect, special,
consequential, or other losses or damages of any kind arising out of access to or use of this website,
or any information contained in this website.

Intellectual Property Rights
The copyright (©) in the contents of this website is registered to and owned by AP Filtration Limited or
certain of its affiliates and their subsidiaries.
AP Filtration and AP Filtration’s logo are the trademarks of AP Filtration Limited and or certain of its
affiliates and their subsidiaries.
Ontic and Ontic’s symbol used in the Ontic logo are the registered trademarks of Ontic Engineering &
Manufacturing UK Limited and or certain of its affiliates and their subsidiaries.
The trademarks, whether registered or unregistered, of AP Filtration’s partner Original Equipment
Manufacturers (“OEMs”) are owned by the relevant OEM partner.
Assignment
In using our website you consent to us transferring our rights and obligations under these terms to any
other organisation as we deem necessary.
Hyperlinks
AP Filtration is not responsible for the content of any other website, including any site through which
you have gained access to this website.
Where access is provided by hyperlink to a third-party website from this website, this is done in good
faith on the basis that the third-party website may contain relevant material.
This does not mean that AP Filtration approves of the third-party website or its contents, and AP
Filtration expressly excludes liability for this third-party content.
Governing law
Your use of this website and these website terms of use are governed by the laws of England and
Wales.

